1 BOX.

3 FLOOR TYPES.

designed to be better.
For a long time, different floor types called for different floor box styles. The idea that a single floor box could be used across multiple floor constructions was inconceivable. But with the Evolution Series Floor Box, the way we think and work has changed. It’s more than just a floor box. It’s a more efficient way to do business.

Evolution Series Floor Boxes are designed for every type of floor construction. Whether used in wood, concrete or raised floors, the Evolution Series Floor Box installs with ease. They can be installed before or after the floor covering has been put down and they are fully adjustable pre- and post-concrete pour. In addition, all boxes are TopGuard™ protected, keeping out water, dirt and debris.

So, no matter where you work, installing one box provides countless benefits.

Covers are available in the above six finishes. There is also the option for a carpet insert or solid cover for surface and flush mount applications.
1 BOX. MANY BENEFITS.

- **Plug Load Control up to 30 Feet** – Tested with Pass & Seymour® Wireless RF receptacles to control plug loads up to a distance of 30 feet when the cover is closed.
- **High Capacity Furniture Feed** – Boxes are designed for concrete, wood and raised floor applications.
- **Accepts Standard Size Device Plates** – Including single, double and triple standard size wall plates.
- **Keeps Cables Organized** – Built-in cable management guides keeps cables orderly in the egress location, freeing up one hand when activating devices.
- **Two Hour Fire Rating** – Fire classified for up to two hours and pre-assembled for fast, efficient installation. Just install conduit caps (included), position and secure the box to the desired height in the floor opening.
- **Sliding Doors Reduce Trip Hazards** – Auto-close egress doors lock into position when slid open and automatically wrap around cables when the cover is closed, reducing trip hazards.
- **Easy Interior Access** – Cover opens 180° providing easy access when working inside the box.
Configure an Evolution Floor Box to fit your needs: www.legrand.us/evolution